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Day 1 
 My Brother Martin (pages 47-51) 

Comprehension Worksheet 
 
 
1. �:�K�\���G�R�H�V���W�K�H���V�H�O�H�F�W�L�R�Q���E�H�J�L�Q���Z�L�W�K���D���G�H�V�F�U�L�S�W�L�R�Q���R�I���&�K�U�L�V�W�L�Q�H�¶�V���I�D�P�L�O�\���V�W�U�X�F�W�X�U�H�" 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Read the following from the story.  
 

I remember days sitting at her feet, as she and Aunt Ida filled us with grand memories of their 
childhood and read to us about all the wonderful places in the world. 
 
    From this sentence, the reader can infer that this character: 
 A. dislikes having to listen to stories from her aunt. 
 B. likes to tell stories to her aunt and grandmother. 
 C. enjoys hearing stories about her grandmother and Aunt Ida. 
 D. enjoys living with her mother and father. 
 
3. Read the following line from the story. 
 



    
Day 2 

 My Brother Martin (pages 52-58) 
Comprehension Worksheet 

 
 
 
 

1. What caused the boys, whose parents owned the store, to stop playing with the Martin children? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Read the following sentence from the story. 
 �6�K�H���D�Q�V�Z�H�U�H�G���V�L�P�S�O�\�����³�%�H�F�D�X�V�H���W�K�H�\���M�X�V�W���G�R�Q�¶�W���X�Q�G�H�U�V�W�D�Q�G���W�K�D�W��everyone is the same, but someday, it 
�Z�L�O�O���E�H���E�H�W�W�H�U���´ 
  
�+�R�Z���G�L�G���W�K�H���D�X�W�K�R�U�¶�V���X�V�H���R�I���W�K�H���S�K�U�D�V�H���«but someday, it will be better help the reader to understand the 
�L�P�S�D�F�W���0�D�U�W�L�Q�¶�V���P�R�W�K�H�U���K�D�G���R�Q���K�L�P? 
 A. The words gave Martin hope that the world would become a better place. 
 B. The words told Martin what he needed to do to improve the world. 
 C. The words gave Martin a secret code for improving the world. 
 D. The words told Martin that his mother had hope for equality for all. 
 
3. In the story, the author wrote: 
 
 And Daddy practiced what he preached.  
 
  



Day 3 
 Langston Hughes (pgs.60-63) 

Comprehension Worksheet 
 

 
1. Which of th�H���I�R�O�O�R�Z�L�Q�J���T�X�H�V�W�L�R�Q�V���Z�R�X�O�G���U�H�T�X�L�U�H���W�K�H���U�H�D�G�H�U���W�R���P�D�N�H���D�Q���L�Q�I�H�U�H�Q�F�H���D�E�R�X�W���/�D�Q�J�V�W�R�Q���+�X�J�K�H�V�¶��
life? 
 A. For what was Langston Hughes famous? 
 �%�����:�K�\���G�L�G���U�H�D�G�L�Q�J���L�P�S�D�F�W���/�D�Q�J�V�W�R�Q�¶�V���O�L�I�H�" 
 C. Where did Langston live as an adult? 
 D. What is the title of his most famous poem? 
 
2. Read the following lines from �W�K�H���S�R�H�P���³�7�R���<�R�X�´���S�D�J�H�������� 
     
          All of you who are dreamers too, 
  Help me to make 
  Our world anew. 
         I reach out my dreams to you. 
 
    How do the following lines fit with the overall structure of the poem? 
 A. The lines identify the speaker of the poem. 
 



Day 4 
Knowing Noses: Search and Rescue Dogs (pgs.106-108) 

Comprehension Worksheet 
 

1. Read the following paragraph from the passage. 
 
 Dogs have a great sense of smell. They have about twenty-five times more smell receptors than 
people have. This makes them good at search - and - rescue work. SAR dogs are trained to follow scents in 
the air, on the ground, and even underwater! 
 
After reading the paragraph, a reader can infer that: 
 A. Humans should not be allowed to work in search and rescue. 
 B. Dogs can hear ten times better than they can smell. 
 �&�����'�R�J�V���Z�K�R���F�D�Q�¶�W���K�H�D�U�����F�D�Q�Q�R�W���E�H���D search �± and �± rescue dog. 
 D. Humans must keep their search �± and �± �U�H�V�F�X�H���G�R�J�¶�V���Q�R�V�H���K�H�D�O�W�K�\�� 
 
2. Listed below are the two headings from the passage.  Write two key details for each of the headings. 
 
Qualities of a Good SAR Dog 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 



Day 5 
The Wonder of Animation (pgs188-190) 

Comprehension Worksheet 
 
1. On page 189 of the passage, the author included a timeline on animated films. This text feature helps the 
reader 



 
Day 6 

The Earth Dragon Awakes (pgs. 304-308) 
Comprehension



 

Day 7 
The Earth Dragon Awakes (pgs. 310-315)







 

Day 10 
Antarctica Journal (pg. 335-338) 

Comprehension Worksheet 
 

1. Read the following sentence from the passage. 

To my horror, I saw a pattern of cracks zig-zagging, like fractured window glass, across the glacier surface. 
 
�+�R�Z���G�R�H�V���W�K�H���D�X�W�K�R�U�¶�V���X�V�H���R�I���W�K�H���S�K�U�D�V�H����like fractured window glass, �K�H�O�S���W�K�H���U�H�D�G�H�U���X�Q�G�H�U�V�W�D�Q�G���W�K�H���D�X�W�K�R�U�¶�V��
journal entry? 
 A. The phrase tells the reader how long and wide the crack is. 
 B. The phrase creates a visual for the reader to understand. 
 C. The phrase tells the reader which way the crack was moving. 
 D. The phrase creates a visual of how quickly the crack moves. 
 
2. Explain how the use of first person point of view influences the content of the passage. How would it be 
different if it were told in third person? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. On page 336, the author uses the word weariness. Write a definition of the word weariness. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________  

List two details that helped you to determine the meaning of the word. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

4. What message did the author have about her trip to Antarctic? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________  
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